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Purpose

IT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE TO PROVIDE READERS
with a comprehensive overview of U. S. Department of Agriculture food
coupons.  We will explain the executive decisions and legislation that creat-
ed the programs, illustrate and describe the major groups of designs, and

provide insights on interesting changes that altered the appearance of the
coupons over the lives of the coupon programs.

The organization of the different groups of food coupons differs from
the way U. S. type notes are classified because the different designs and series of
coupons were independent of authorizing legislation.  Consequently, the concept

of series takes on a different and distinctly subordinate meaning in food coupons.
These distinctions will be developed.

Food coupons and their predecessor food stamps were uniface pieces of
one-time-use currency.  They came in books having a variety of values and were
spent by removing them from the books.  Consequently not only the coupons are
collectible, but so are full books, partial books, and book covers without coupons.
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Figure 1.  The $10 was the
largest denomination food
coupon issued, first intro-
duced in 1975 with the
introduction of the bicenten-
nial designs.
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Overview
June 17, 2009, was a significant but unobserved milestone in numismat-

ics.  It was the last day when United States Department of Agriculture food
coupons could be used.  They were demonetized thereafter.

A third of a trillion food coupons were issued over the years (USDA,
2002, p. 3), but the vast majority were redeemed and destroyed.  Consequently,
they are far scarcer than any contemporary issue of regular U. S. currency.

The Farm Bill of 2008 was the death knell for food coupons, because it
directed that they be demonetized one year from the date of enactment.

Food coupons were in continuous use from 1961 until 2004.  The last
series date on a coupon was 2000.  The last coupon was printed in fiscal year
2002, and the last coupons were issued in fiscal year 2004 in Guam and one coun-
ty in California.  Most stores had stopped accepting them by 2005 because few
remained in the hands of beneficiaries.

Food coupons have been replaced by plastic debit cards called electronic
benefit transfer cards.  The conversion to the EBT cards was first authorized by
the Hunger Prevention Act of 1988.  All 50 states, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and Guam operated statewide, territory-wide or
citywide electronic benefit transfer systems by July 2004.

The collecting of food coupons was problematic prior to June 17, 2009.
The Food Stamp Act of August 31, 1964, contained the following provision:

Section 14 (b) Whoever knowingly uses, transfers, acquires, or
possesses coupons in any manner not authorized by this Act or the
regulations issued pursuant to this Act shall, if such coupons are of the
value of $100 or more, be guilty of a felony and shall, upon conviction
thereof, be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more
than five years, or both, or, if such coupons are of a value of less than
$100, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall, upon conviction
thereof, be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more
than one year, or both.

Section 15 (b) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 broadened the language
and stiffened the penalties in the 1964 act.  Obviously these provisions were tar-
geting people who were trafficking in food coupons in an attempt to defraud the
government or subvert the intent of the act to deliver food to the needy.  Even so,
the language was sufficiently inclusive that it gave collectors pause.  However, no
collector to our knowledge was pursued by the authorities for collecting them.

Food coupons are fair game for numismatists now that they are demone-
tized.  The fact is that a small but fervent cadre of collectors pursued them over
the years, and they have appeared regularly on the numismatic market and in auc-
tions, especially eBay.  Numismatic articles and even a specialized catalog
(Rockholt and Conklin, 1993) have treated them.  The collecting activity that did
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Figure 2.  Food coupons have
been replaced by electronic bene-
fit transfers cards issued by state,
territory and tribal authorities.
They first came into use in 1988.
Thanks to the current recession, 1
in 8 Americans is now receiving
these benefits.
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occur had the benefit that some books and coupons were saved for posterity.
The life cycle of a coupon was that (1) they were printed by various con-

tractors, (2) shipped to issuing authorities in the states and territories, (3) issued to
needy beneficiaries, (4) spent by those beneficiaries for specifically defined food
items, (5) canceled by the grocers, (6) deposited to the credit of the stores in
banks, and (7) sent by the banks to a Federal Reserve Bank for redemption and
destruction.

Food Coupon Program
The USDA food coupon program is one of the most significant efforts

ever carried out by any government in the world to mitigate hunger.  The current
program was instituted as a pilot program of very limited geographic reach in
1961 under President John F. Kennedy; however, the concept has roots going
back to a 1939-1943 food stamp program designed to distribute surplus commodi-
ties to needy individuals and families.

The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, as it is now called, is
administered by the Department of Agriculture, and remains the first line of
defense against hunger in the United States.  The program currently serves 32.5
million people with a fiscal year 2009 budget for benefits and administrative costs
of about $48.5 billion without consideration of the Stimulus Bill.  The budget is
$53.3 billion when the stimulus benefits are added in (Foley, 2009).

A recent study by Mark Rank reported upon in the New York Times
(2009) reveals that 50% of Americans used food coupons before they were age 20.

In an effort to counter stigma, the Food, Conservation and Energy Act of
May 22, 2008, changed the name of the USDA Food Stamp Program to the
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) as of October 1, 2008.

Food Stamps or Food Coupons?
The mainstay of the USDA nutrition assistance program was food

coupons up until 2004.  Food coupons are commonly called food stamps, and, in
fact, most people refer to them as food stamps.  Even the pieces of legislation that
provided for them were called Food Stamp Acts, and the program that adminis-
tered them formerly was called the Food Stamp Program.  The terms food
coupons and food stamps are now interchangeable in the vernacular.

The first USDA food assistance program, which operated from May 16,
1939, until the spring of 1943, utilized a system of orange and blue stamps that
were called food stamps.  They came in books, much like postage stamp booklets,
and the stamps were torn out for use.  They were the size of, and looked similar
to, commemorative postage stamps with gum on the back to be used to attach
them to a redemption page at the grocery store.

The same concept was employed beginning in May 29, 1961, when a
pilot program was instituted that grew into the modern nutritional assistance pro-
gram.  Coupons, actually called and labeled food stamp coupons, were distributed
to beneficiaries in books, but they were closer in size to currency than to stamps
and had no gum on their backs.  They were torn out of the coupon books when
beneficiaries presented them at grocery stores.

The coupons and the books that they came in were formally labeled food
coupons when the second set of designs was adopted in 1962.  But by then, the
“food stamp” moniker had stuck.

Sets of Designs
The food coupons associated with the modern issues are grouped into

three distinct sets.  Each set is a collection of denominations that were printed
concurrently.  The three sets are:  (1) Food Stamp Coupons, 1961-1962, (2) Food
Coupons, 1962-1975, (3) Bicentennial Coupons, 1975-2002.

United States currency appeared as well defined series during the large
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note era, where a given series usually owed its origin to the passage of specific
authorizing legislation.  This precedent was not followed for the food coupon
issues of the USDA.

In contrast, foods coupon designs transcended the ever changing underly-
ing legislation, so designs tended to persist largely unchanged for long periods.
Once in a while a new denomination was adopted, or another dropped, but that
was it.

There were two design overhauls within the modern issues, the first in
1962 when “food coupon” replaced “food stamp coupon” just a year after coupons
first appeared, and in 1975 when the bicentennial designs were rolled out.

The legislation authorizing the nutrition assistance program is welfare
legislation.  Consequently, Congress tinkers with it continuously and contentious-
ly.  The types of things that have changed over the legislated life of the program
pertain to eligibility requirements and the types of food that can be purchased.

The ever-changing definition of eligibility has included, but is not limited
to, factors such as the age of participants, number of people in the household,
beneficiary work status and history, beneficiary income and financial resource cri-
teria, citizenship status, and location within the United States.  The latter may
seem surprising, but the issuance of coupons is carried out by states, territories
and tribes, so implementation has varied depending on where beneficiaries or
potential beneficiaries lived.

Legislation passed January 11, 1971. established uniform national stan-
dards for eligibility and expanded the program to Guam, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands.  The Agriculture and Consumer Protection Act of 1973 required
states to expand the program to every political jurisdiction before July 1, 1974.
The program was not fully implemented in Puerto Rico until November 1, 1974.

With only a handful of design groups, Food Coupons appear at first
glance to be a limited pursuit.  This is not the case.

Food coupons should be considered a work in progress that never was
finished - just like the legislation that created them!  Design elements on the food
coupons, and the books that housed them, were ever changing, as were the con-
tractors who printed them.

If a stylistic change was desired by program administrators or recom-
mended by the printers, commonly it was implemented immediately upon being
approved so a new look suddenly appeared in the middle of a printing contract or
fiscal year.  The change could involve anything such as the wording on the book
covers, how serial numbers were used and presented, or how replacement coupons
were distinguished from regular coupons.  Some changes were quite subtle such as
the introduction of series and eventual display of plate serial numbers and plate
position on the coupons.

Let’s first look at the evolution of the food coupon program and the tim-
ing of the introduction of major coupon design changes.  Then we’ll discuss food
coupon varieties.

First Food Stamp Program - May 16, 1939-Spring 1943
The concept behind the early food stamp program is credited primarily

to U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Henry Wallace and Milo Perkins, the program's
first administrator.  The objectives of the program were to provide food assistance
to people on relief and also to draw down stocks of food commodities that were
deemed to be in surplus by the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation.

The mechanism involved two types of gummed 25 cent stamps; respec-
tively, orange food order and blue surplus food order stamps.  At first, the stamps
carried the initials of the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation to the left of
the counter on plates made through May, 1940.  The initials were changed to
USDA on plates made from August 1940 onward.
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The way the plan worked was that the stamps came in books.  A dollar
value was printed on the book cover, and this represented the value of orange 25
cent food order stamps in the book and was the cost of the book to the beneficia-
ry.  However, there were half again as many blue 25 cent surplus food order
stamps inside the book that the recipient got for free.  Consequently, the scheme
extended the recipients purchasing power by 50 percent.

Some books were made with only blue stamps, which were distributed
without cost to the neediest and those with no income.

The orange stamps could be used for any food item.  The blue could be
used only for foods that were deemed surplus commodities.  The program per-
mitted people on relief to buy books equal to their normal food expenditures.
Early on, the books came in 2, 4 and 10 dollar denominations, but later 1, 3, 5, 6,
8 and 12 dollar books were added.

The first recipient was Mabel McFiggin of Rochester, NY; the first
retailer to redeem the stamps was Joseph Mutolo (USDA, current).  The program
ended when World War II caused both the surplus food supplies and unemploy-
ment to all but vanish.

The beneficiary signed the book cover upon receipt, then removed the
stamps in the presence of the grocer when making a purchase.  The grocer used
the gum on the back of the stamps to affix the stamps to his redemption sheet.
The empty book had to be returned by the beneficiary to the issuing agency
before another would be issued.

There are numerous varieties among the stamps (Burt, 1979).  These are

Figure 3.  USDA food stamps
came in books.  The value on the
cover was the purchase price, in
this case $4, which was the value
of orange food order stamps in the
book.  The value of blue surplus
food order stamps was half that,
and those stamps were free thus
extending the purchasing power of
the beneficiary.  There are several
varieties of these stamps with the
most important being that the
early issues carried the initials
FSCC for the Federal Surplus
Commodities Commission instead
of USDA.  
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associated with the different types of plates that were made for the different press-
es that were used, different perforations, different colors of paper for the stamps
and covers, etc.  Some of the book covers were serial numbered, but not the
stamps.

Cotton Stamps (1940-1943)
An identical cotton stamp program was instituted in selected cities

around the country in early 1940 (Burt, 1979).  Under this plan, beneficiaries
could purchase books containing 25 cent green cotton order stamps at three
month intervals equal to their normal expenditures for cotton items, but in this
case they received an equal value in free 25 cent brown surplus cotton order
stamps.  The cotton stamps were issued through the same local relief agencies as
the food stamps.

The cotton stamps were similar to the food stamps.  The first issues from
plates made in January and February 1940 carried the FSCC initials, later changed
to USDA on plates made from September 1940 onward until the program ceased
in 1943.  The cotton order stamps came in 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 dollar books, where
the values printed on the cover were the cost to the beneficiaries and represented
the value of the green cotton order stamps contained therein.  An equal value in
brown surplus cotton order stamps filled out the books, thus increasing the pur-
chasing power of the book by 100 percent.

Later, another series of 2, 3 and 4 dollar denomination books were issued
containing only brown surplus cotton order stamps.  These were distributed free
to people qualifying as the neediest, the same as was done in the food stamp pro-
gram.

A Supplemental Cotton Order Program was instituted in 1941 that uti-
lized black cotton order stamps in books having 0.50, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20 and 25
dollar values.  Apparently these were sold at a discount or given to beneficiaries.

Minor varieties similar to those found on the food stamps prevail.

Pilot Food Stamp Program - May 29, 1961-1964
A farm bill passed September 21, 1959, authorized the Secretary of

Agriculture to operate a food stamp program through January 31, 1962.
However, the Eisenhower Administration allowed that authority to languish on
ideological grounds.

John F. Kennedy’s first executive order, signed on January 21, 1961, laid
the foundation for the modern food coupon program. It read:

The Secretary of Agriculture shall take immediate steps to
expand and improve the program of food distribution throughout the
United States, utilizing funds and existing statutory authority available
to him, including section 32 of the Act of August 24, 1935, as amended
(7 U.S.C. 612), so as to make available for distribution, through appro-
priate State and local agencies, to all needy families a greater variety
and quantity of food out of our agricultural abundance.

Figure 5.  The first executive
order signed by President John
F. Kennedy directed the
Secretary of Agriculture to take
immediate steps to expand and
improve the program of food
distribution throughout the
United States.  This order,
signed January 21, 1961, laid the
foundation for the modern food
coupon program.

Figure 4.  Cotton stamps came
in books like the food stamps,
but the value of brown surplus
cotton order stamps equaled
the green cotton order stamps,
thus doubling the purchasing
power of the beneficiary.  The
stamps shown are the early
variety with Federal Surplus
Commodities Commission ini-
tials.
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The program that was put into effect allowed qualifying heads of house-
holds to buy food stamps at a discount, the discount being predicated on family
size and income.

Mr. and Mrs. Alderson Muncy of Paynesville, WV, were the first food
stamp recipients on May 29, 1961 (USDA, current).  They purchased $95 worth
of food stamps for their 15-person household.  Their first purchase, the first
under the program, was a can of pork and beans at Henderson's Supermarket.
Pilot programs had expanded to include 380,000 participants in 40 counties and
the cities of Detroit, St. Louis and Pittsburgh in a total of 22 states by January
1964.

The coupons issued under the pilot programs in 1961 comprise the first
set of modern food coupons.  Their size was slightly smaller than U. S. currency.
They came in 25-cent red and $1 black denominations in $2, $3 and $10 books.
Both the books and coupons were labeled Food Stamp Coupons.

The coupons were redesigned in 1962, and came in 50-cent orange and
$2 blue denominations.  A purple $5 was added in 1970.  These three denomina-
tions comprise the 2nd or middle set of modern coupon designs.  Unlike the 1961
notes, these and the books they came in were labeled Food Coupons.

The coupons of the 2nd design continued to be used until 1975.
However, the program underlying them changed radically.
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Figure 6.  A pilot food stamp pro-
gram was operated between 1961
and 1964 under the authority of the
executive branch.  25 cent red and $1
black coupons were used between
1961 and 1962, and came in books
that were serial numbered, but the
coupons weren’t.  Notice that they
are labeled food stamp coupons.
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The breakfast will again be held at 7:30 a.m. at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, 300 North Second Street,
Memphis, TN, on Friday, June 10th. Breakfast tickets must be reserved or purchased in advance by contacting
Wendell Wolka, P.O. Box 1211, Greenwood, IN, 46142. Please make checks and/or money orders payable to
The Society of Paper Money Collectors, Inc.

“We have kept the price of our breakfast stable over the last few years at $15, despite the recent increas-
es in food prices. This year we have decided to hold it at $15, but only for tickets purchased by May 15th, 2011,”
said SPMC President Mark Anderson.  “After that date, we will be charging $18 per ticket. However, based on
the early response to this year’s event, we may not have any space left by May 15th,” he added.

The Society’s breakfast will include a brief awards presentation segment and the legendary Tom Bain
raffle. Sales of raffle tickets act as a fund-raiser for the Society and provide an assist to offsetting the cost of the
breakfast as well. Early indications are that the raffle prizes will again reflect the strong support this event
receives from the collector and dealer community. As a 501 c (3) organization, donations to the SPMC are tax
deductible. Anyone inclined to donate to the Society is urged to contact Robert Kravitz at (314) 809-8275, at
robsfractional@gmail.com  or  at POB 6099, St. Louis, MO 63017.                                                                        v

Food Coupon Program, 1964-2004
Upon taking office, President Lyndon Johnson (right) pressed Congress

to pass legislation making the food stamp program permanent as part of his Great
Society vision.  He was rewarded on August 31, 1964, with passage of the Food
Stamp Act.

A primary Congressional incentive for passing the act was to take the
authority of the existing food stamp program away from the Executive Branch as a
discretionary item and place it under Congressional control, as well as to codify
the attending regulations into law.  This legislation fathered the current program,
one where states oversee certification of beneficiaries and issuance of benefits, and
the Federal government funds benefits and authorizes wholesalers and retailers.

Figure 7.  The food
stamp coupons were
redesigned in 1962
under the pilot food
stamp program, and
renamed food
coupons.  Initially the
coupons had no serial
number or series date.
The prefix letter in the
serial number on the
books denoted the
value of the book. 

Figure 8.  (Right below)The Food Stamp Act of
August 31, 1964 was passed by Congress as part
of Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society Program, thus
placing the food coupon program under
Congressional control 

Y’all come to the SPMC breakfast at Memphis
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Beneficiaries had to purchase their coupons under the terms of the 1964
Act, paying out an amount graduated to their means, but receiving an adequate
value in food coupons to secure a low-cost, nutritionally adequate diet.

There was a rapid increase in the number of beneficiaries, primarily dri-
ven by the increased geographic distribution of benefits as the program spread
nationwide.  There were 15 million recipients by October 1974.

Introduction of the bicentennial coupons in 1975 did not reflect enact-
ment of new legislation governing the food coupon program or some radical
change within the program.  Rather the new coupons were the culmination of a
simple desire on the part of program administrators to modernize the look of the
coupons with bicentennial motifs that would commemorate the 200th anniversary
of the founding of the nation.  The new coupons were produced in $1, $5 and $10
denominations, and comprise the 3rd and last set of designs in the modern pro-
gram.

The Food Stamp Act of 1977 eliminated the beneficiary purchase
requirement, because by then it was recognized that the purchase requirement was
a serious barrier for the most needy.

Figure 10.  The Food Certificate Plan
for Mothers and Infants was imple-
mented in a few areas around the
country between 1969 and 1974 to
provide dairy products.  The program
utilized $5 books containing twenty
25 cent coupons.  The coupons were
green lithographs on yellow paper.  

Figure 9.  Several design elements were
added to food coupons.  A series year was
added below the border on the left side
beginning in 1967.  Serial numbers were
overprinted on the coupons beginning in
1970, and were the same as that on the
cover.  The plate position, left circle, and
plate number, right circle, were added in
1973. 
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Food Certificates - 1969-1974
A USDA trial program called Food Certificate Plan for Mothers and

Infants was implemented in a few areas around the country between 1969 and
1974.  This program was designed specifically to deliver dairy products into the
hands of needy expectant mothers and infant children.

It was modeled on the existing food coupon program, and resulted in the
issuance of $5 books containing twenty 25-cent coupons.  The coupons were
green lithographs printed on yellow paper.  The books were serial numbered but
the coupons weren’t.  Seven digit serial numbers on the books gave way to eight
digits at the end of June 1971.

Varieties
There are all sorts of interesting varieties to be found on food coupons.

A detailed discussion of each lies beyond the scope of this article, so we will leave
the gory details to cataloguers.  Instead we will discuss the design elements on the
coupons that changed and regale you with some stories that came out of the food
coupon program.  You will quickly observe that the evolution of food coupons
was far more dynamic than the U. S. currency made during the same period.

Printers
The early food coupons were printed by the Bureau of Engraving and

Printing.  Printing contracts for the coupons and books began to be awarded to
other firms, starting with the American Bank Note Company in 1971.

It is easy to tell who printed the pre-bicentennial coupons because the
contractor imprint appears below the border.  There were two exceptions, both
printed by ABNC:  (1) Series 1971A coupons retained the BEP imprint and (2)
Series 1973 coupons had no imprint.

The U. S. Banknote Company joined the team to help print the Series
1975 bicentennials.  The Bureau of Engraving and Printing held the contract to
produce the first bicentennial coupons in 1975, but the startup demands for the
project were so great the BEP made only $2 books, and farmed out the assembly
of the $7, $40 and $50 books to the USBC using coupons printed at the BEP.

However, before the Series 1975 was over, both the ABNC and USBC
were printing and assembling books in their entirety.  The banknote companies
not only did the printing, but also made their own plates.

Figure 11.  The $20 bicentennial
coupon designed and engraved by
the Banknote Corporation of
America was approved December
31, 1993, but never went into pro-
duction because the food coupon
program administrators deemed
that its use would not be cost
effective owing to the introduc-
tion of electronic benefit trans-
fer cards called for in the
Hunger Prevention Act of 1988.
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The last food coupons printed by the BEP were Series 1976 $2 books.
A third private contractor, the Banknote Corporation of America, got

involved in the production of bicentennial coupons in 1993 and 1994, but their
contract was suspended owing to quality and deadline issues.  BCA earned one
distinction in December 1993, and that was to design and complete a die that won
the competition for a proposed $20 bicentennial coupon.  Although their design
was approved for use, the $20s never went into production because electronic
benefit transfer cards were coming into widespread use.  Program administrators
decided that implementation of the new denomination would not be cost effec-
tive.

Series
The idea of printing food coupons in designated series did not occur

within the food coupon program until 1967, well into production of the 2nd set of
designs.  Series 1967, the first series to appear on coupons, was added in tiny let-
ters below the lower left border.  The series year had little significance, so 1967
persisted on the existing coupons until 1971.  All were being made at the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing at the time.

Series 1970 appeared on the new $5 coupons in newly introduced $30
BEP books that supplanted the existing $20 books in December 1970.

Series 1971 was used the following year on the coupons in $10 and $30
BEP books, and Series 1971A on coupons in $2, $3, $10 and $30 books made by
the American Bank Note Company.

Series 1971 continued to be used on coupons in BEP books until the
bicentennial designs were introduced in 1975, including high denomination
household books that began to be made in 1972.

In contrast, Series 1973 was used on coupons in ABNC $2, $3, $10 and
$30 books made from 1973 to 1975.

Clearly there was no prevailing logic to the designation of series years or
to the use of series letters to uniquely identify the printers at this point.

The function of displaying a series date was reconsidered when the bicen-
tennial coupons were adopted in 1975.  From then on, the series appeared promi-
nently within the interior of the coupons, and advanced annually until 2000.  The

Figure 12.  The letter or lack of
letter in the series date reveals
the printer.  No letter - Bureau of
Engraving and Printing, A -
American Bank Note Company, B
- U. S. Banknote Company, C -
Banknote Corporation of
America.
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series dates represented the calendar year from 1975 until 1997, and fiscal year
from 1998 to 2000.

Early modern small size United States currency exhibits a series date,
often followed by a letter, such as Series of 1935C.  Usually the letter reflects a
specific pair of treasury signatures, so when a new officer was installed, the letter
advanced.  Not so on food coupons.

The letter, or lack thereof, reveals which contractor printed the
coupons.  No letter reveals a Bureau of Engraving and Printing product.  A
stands for American Bank Note Company, B for U. S. Banknote Company, and
C for Banknote Corporation of America.

In one of those ironies that come about from corporate realignments,
the series letter for coupons printed by the American Bank Note Company was
changed from A to B at the start of the Series 1991.  What had happened was
that the United States Banknote Company swallowed the American Bank Note
Company in a merger, so ABNC was now a wholly owned subsidiary of USBC.
USBC held the contract, so their B appeared on the coupons, even though their
ABNC subsidiary did all the work.

Just when the series years started to settle into the fiscal year pattern, the
program administrators abruptly stopped changing the year after the Series 2000
was in place.

Can you guess what they did next?  They changed the plate serial num-
bers in fiscal years 2001 and 2002!  Those were the last two years that coupons
were printed.

American Bank Note Company, now a subsidiary of U. S. Banknote
Company, was the only contractor printing coupons by then.  USBC had been
assigned plate serial numbers in the 300 range, so the plate serial numbers on the
Series 2000 were in the 300 range.  Numbers in the 400 range were used for fis-
cal year 2001, and 500 numbers were used for fiscal year 2002.

We’re not making this stuff up, we’re just tellin’ ya what happened!
There was a simple explanation.  It was far cheaper to make new plates

with different plate serial numbers than with new series years (Jenkins, 2009).
The plates were made using an electrolytic forming process predicated on
depositing nickel on plastic molds of the design.  They had a 50-subject mold
bearing the 2000 series date, so they could make 50-subject plates from it, and
easily scribe in the plate serial numbers on the new plates.   However, if they
wanted to change the series date, that required making a new master die bearing
the new date, and fabricating an entirely new 50-subject mold from the master
die before they could start making new printing plates.

The administrators of the program wanted some device on the coupons
that would reveal to them the fiscal year in which the plates were made.  The
cheap solution lay in changing the plate serial numbers!  This satisfied their secu-
rity and accounting desires with the added benefit that only they would know,
not the counterfeiters, and they would save a lot of money as well.

Highly significant for this discussion is that when push finally came to
shove, the series dates on food coupons became all but meaningless.  The useful-
ness and significance of the series date had come full circle from the beginning of
the program when they weren’t even employed.

Smokestacks
The food stamp coupons and food coupons in use between 1961 and

1975 utilized engravings of a farm scene on the left and a family standing in front
of a factory on the right.  Both images were selected in order to evoke a sense of
prosperity and industry.  The factory has two smoke stacks, both of which on the
earlier coupons are belching smoke.

Citizen concern about air pollution was reaching a crescendo in the
1960s when these coupons were current.  Two major pieces of legislation were
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passed in short succession to clean up the air, specifically the Clean Air Act of
1963 and Air Quality Act of 1967.

As awareness grew, some people began to notice the smoke laden factory
vignette on the food coupons, so the U. S. Department of Agriculture started to
receive letters of complaint that their coupons appeared to endorse pollution.  In
an attempt to be in tune with the times, the administrators of the Food Stamp
Program responded by bringing their factory into compliance with the clean air
acts.

First, they had the smoke removed from the engraving used on the newly
adopted $5 Series 1970.  Next, on September 10, 1971, authorization was sent to
the BEP to remove the smoke from the existing 50 cent and $2 coupons.

This gave rise to new varieties.  The change has to rank among the most
interesting in the history of U. S. money.

The good folks at the USDA relaxed having cleaned up their act.  But in
short order they started to receive critical letters to the effect that the lack of
smoke indicated that the factories were shuttered and people were out of work,
just the opposite of the image they were trying to promote (Jenkins, 2009)!  It just
goes to show that when it comes to political correctness, someone is waiting to
ambush you no matter how you cast the issue!

Book Values
A sizable number of different denomination coupon books were

employed over the years.  The books had a front cover, which was color-coded as
to value.

Many books contained a mix of different denomination coupons.  For
example, the $7 books in the bicentennial issues contained two $1s and one $5.

The greatest number of different books occurred during the period 1971
to 1975.  Series 1971 books having values 2, 3, 10, 30, 32, 36, 38, 60, 64, 66, 88,
92, 94, 108, 112 and 116 dollars were produced.  Those with values greater than
$30 are called high-value household books.

There were three distinct groups of high value household books.  The
first in 1972 were 32, 60, 88 and 108 dollar books.   The second, between July

Figure 13.  The USDA brought
their engraving of the factory
into compliance with newly legis-
lated air quality standards in
1970, by eliminating the smoke
belching from the stacks.  This
constitutes one of the most inter-
esting design alterations in the
pantheon of paper money. 
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1972 and July 1973, reflected a $4 benefit increase giving rise to 36, 64, 92 and
112 dollar books.  The third, from July 1973 through March 1975, were 38, 66,
94 and 116 dollar books.

They contained a mix of coupons, which then consisted of $0.50, $2 and
$5 coupons.  The arrangement of coupons in the first two groups was not a sim-
ple succession of denomination groups as you might expect.  Instead, the con-
tents were organized to reflect weekly spending needs over the life of the book.

For example, the $112 book contained the following coupons in the
order listed:  2x$.50+2x$2+4x$5+2x$.50+2x$2+5x$5+2x$.50+2x$2+4x$5+2x$.50+
3x$2+5x$5.  Notice that there isn’t even a repetitive pattern in successive groups
of 0.50, $2 and $5 coupons!  Now consider that every coupon in the book had the
same serial number where the prefix letter denoted the value of the book.  Just
for a moment imagine being the manufacturer who had to make these things!

The coupons in the third group of high value household books were
organized in a simple succession of increasing denominations.

The composition of the coupons in the books changed occasionally dur-
ing the bicentennial issues.  For example, $40 books with 5x$1+3x$5+2x$10, were
simplified to in 1981 to 8x$5.  The compositions of the $50 and $65 books were
changed in 1984.  The $50 went from 5x$1+3x$5+3x$10 to 2x$5+4x$10, and the
$65 from 5x$1+4x$5+4x$10 to 5x$1+6x$10.

No bicentennial book contained all three available denominations after
the 1983 series.

Shipping Containers
Books of food coupons were doubly packaged.  They were first placed in

chipboard cartons, and the cartons were in turn placed in cardboard shipping
containers.  There were two sizes of shipping containers, full- and half-size.
Four to eight chipboard cartons fit in a full-size shipping container depending on
the value of the books.  Two to four fit in a half-size container.

Some issuing agencies required small volumes of certain books, so the
food coupon program accommodated them by sending the half-size shipping
containers to them.  They are affectionately known as HSSCs in the food coupon
game.  Believe it or not, the books packed in those half-size shipping containers
were assigned special serial numbers with distinctive suffix letters!

You might think that the purpose for the half-size shipping containers
was simply to provide the agencies with smaller needs convenient volumes, but
that wasn’t the primary incentive for using them.  The big factor was insurance
(Jenkins, 2009).  All the issuing agencies had to carry insurance, a significant part
of the cost of which was proportionate to the value of unissued coupons in stock.
The insurance saved by using HSSC added up to huge numbers across the coun-
try.

The HSSCs were a pain in the neck to manufacture and to account for
so they were phased out.  The last observed were printed in 1984.

Figure 14.  The suffix letter H in
the serial number on this $50
bicentennial book cover and on
each of the coupons is coded to
reveal both the printer of the
coupons and the fact that the
book was to be packaged in a
half-size shipping container.  In
this interesting case, the Series
1975 coupons were printed at
the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, but the covers were
printed and books assembled by
the U. S. Banknote Company.
The book contained five $1s,
three $5s and three $10s.  Half-
size shipping container covers
and coupons are highly prized
by food coupon collectors
because they were made in small
quantities so are scarce to rare. 
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Serial Numbers
The pre-bicentennial food stamp coupons and food coupons utilized ser-

ial numbers that carried a prefix letter that revealed the value of the book.  The
letters used ranged from A to S (I and O omitted); sequenced in the order in
which books having different values were introduced into the program.  A was
used for $2 books, S for $116.

The serial numbers on the book covers that went with the first set of
designs in 1961 utilized 7-digit numbers.  Each of the different book values began
at 0000001A.  The highest serial used was C3350000A on a $10 book.

Serial numbering commenced at 0000001B for the different books when
the new designs were introduced in 1962.  The suffix letter was sequentially
advanced as needed after each run of 9996000 numbers.

The first series date to appear on coupons was 1967, and once those
plates were made, serial numbering progressed in sequence from the previous
printings.

Two simultaneous changes occurred in 1970 during the production of
the pre-bicentennial issues.  The coupons in the books began to carry serial num-
bers, which were the same as on the covers, and the number of digits in the serial
numbers was increased from 7 to 8.  The numbers were reduced in size and the
font used to print them was changed in the process, reflecting introduction of
new numbering machines or at least new numbering heads in the machines,
regardless of whether the BEP or ABNC printed the coupons.

Serial numbering for all the book values, and the coupons in them,
reverted to 00000001A with the advent of the 8-digit serial numbers, with but
one exception.  The coupons in the books for the Food Certificate Plan for
Mothers and Infants books continued to be made without serial numbers, and the
new 8-digit numbering of the books was consecutive with where the 7-digit num-
bers left off.

From then on, numbering on the food coupon books reverted to
00000001A for the different books each time the series changed.

Next, in 1973, ABNC started using serial numbers that closely resemble
those on U. S. currency.  The BEP adopted the same font shortly after they
began to print bicentennial coupons.

There were systematics associated with serial numbering on the bicen-
tennial issues as well, but the built-in codes got complicated.

Suffice it to say that the prefix letters were coded to the book value;
specifically A=$2, B=$7, C=$40, D=$50, E=$65 and F=$10.  The reason the $10

Figure 15.  The color of the book
covers and prefix letters in the
serials numbers revealed the book
value.
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books are out of sequence was that the value was added in 1978.
The tedium involves the suffix letters.
Suffix letters had to advance after 100,000,000 books of a given group

were printed.  Consequently, all the suffix letters functioned primarily as 100 mil-
lion counters.

However, early on, certain suffix letters were reserved for books packed
in half-size shipping containers.  Those containers were last used for Series 1984.

By 1992, the suffix alphabet was divided into groups assigned to specific
printing plants, of which there were three at the time.

The result was that many suffix letters carried dual codes (Jenkins, 2009).
Their first function up through Series 1984 was to reveal whether the books were
packed in full- or half-size shipping containers.  From 1992 onward, their second
function was to specify a particular printing plant.

Undoubtedly you are ready to bail out about here unless you are a true
aficionado.  The only problem with doing so is that certain suffix letters can spell
great scarcity on otherwise common looking coupons.

At issue here is that the production of HSSCs was but a fraction of the
full-size shipping containers, so the coupons with serials bearing the special
HSSC suffix letters generally are very scarce to very rare, or even unreported.
This is especially true for the coupons from higher value HSSC books.

Replacement Coupons and Covers
There was spoilage in the manufacture of food coupons, just as there is

with regular currency.  The manufactures took a leaf from currency, and printed
replacements with independent serial number sequences that could be inserted
when a spoiled piece was found.  This mechanism allowed them to preserve the
proper coupon count within the book and the proper book count within the con-
tainers they were shipped in.

There was one big difference over that found in currency.  Food
coupons came in books where the early covers carried the serial number.  In time
serial numbers were added to the coupons in the books that were identical to the
number on the cover.

The result was that the manufacturers first had to stock replacement

Figure 16.  The positions of the
serial number and month letter
were switched in 1981.
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covers.  Later they also had to stock replacement coupons.
The topic of replacements is a big deal to food coupon collectors.  We’ll

titillate you with a few facts that will hint at what is involved.
The replacements had an independent serial numbering sequence.

Numbering of the covers and coupons began for each series and book value at
00000001 and continued consecutively without duplication.  Some of ABNC runs
began with *50000001 during the later printings of Series 1981A and continuing
through Series 1990A.

Two types of replacement serial numbers were employed on both covers
and coupons.  The earlier were serial numbers that had no prefix character, and
were last employed in the earliest bicentennial printings.  The later replacements
had star prefixes.

The unprefixed replacements were patterned after those made for mili-
tary payment certificates, except the suffix rather than prefix character was omit-
ted on the military payment certificates.  The star-prefixed numbers were mod-
eled after the replacements used in U. S. currency production.

Unprefixed replacements were utilized by the BEP and ABNC in their
pre-bicentennial issues.  All of them, both coupons and covers, are decidedly rare.

Unprefixed replacement coupons and covers continued to be used in the
startup of the bicentennial issues by the three printers that made them, respec-
tively BEP, ABNC and USBC.

The BEP never made star replacement food coupons or book covers
before they stopped printing coupons in 1976.

ABNC replacement covers and coupons with star prefixes came along on
Series 1976A during fiscal year 1977.

ABNC even went to the bother to match the suffix letters on their
replacement coupons with the suffix letters on the regular coupons being replaced
from 1975 to1980, including the special suffixes on their half-size shipping con-
tainer production.  However, they dropped the suffix letter all together from their
star coupons at the start of fiscal year 1981 midway through the Series 1980A.
From then on, the same replacement coupons could be used in any book that

Figure 17.  The early replacement
coupons, including the first bicenten-
nial replacements, are distinguishable
because their serial numbers have no
suffix letter.

Figure 18.  Replacement covers were
also needed in food stamp production
because, of course, there was spoilage
in the printing of the serial numbered
covers.  This is an early bicentennial
replacement cover characterized by a
serial number that has no suffix letter.
Photo courtesy of Neil Shafer. 
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required that particular denomination.  Clearly the earlier system was too cum-
bersome.

USBC adopted star coupons in Series 1977B.   They didn’t get around to
dropping the suffix letters on their replacements until the Series 1985, four years
later than ABNC.

USBC employed a different suffix letter convention for their stars than
used by ABNC, even though both were producing coupons simultaneously.
USBC used one star suffix letter each year, but that letter varied from year to
year from 1977 through 1984.  However, in 1981 they were using both 40- and
50-subject plates, so they used two letters that year, one for their 40-subject
printings and the other for their 50-subject production.  The 1981 letters were an
internal device used within the company to help them number the sheets proper-
ly in order to maintain uniform batch sizes.

The rarest of the coupon replacements are those used in books packed in
half-size shipping containers made by the American Bank Note Company
between 1975 and 1980.  These were uniquely distinguished by having a B-suffix.
The earlier came without a prefix and the later with a star prefix.  The signifi-
cance of the year 1980 is that thereafter ABNC dropped the suffix letter on all
their replacements, so from then on the half- and full-size shipping container
replacements were indistinguishable.  Something like a total of 10 of these B-suf-
fix replacements are known.

And then there are the very rare full star replacement books.  These
prized items have a star cover and a full complement of star coupons.  They were
made each year in limited quantities for every denomination of book in order to
replace entire books that were damaged.  Obviously their purpose was to main-
tain the count of books.  Full star books have been reported for all six bicentenni-
al book denominations, but few survive.  Most possibilities by series and book
value are unreported.

Book Covers and Books
Diehard food coupon collectors like the coupon book covers as much as

the coupons that were in the books.  This interest developed because the front
covers were serial numbered, whereas early on the coupons within the books
weren’t.  Furthermore, the colors of the covers varied depending on the book

Figure 19.  Star prefixed serial num-
bers began to be used on replacement
covers and coupons beginning in
1976 early within the bicentennial
issues.  The $10 shown here is a very
rare replacement used in ABNC
books packaged in half-size shipping
containers, which are distinguishable
because they have a B-suffix. 
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value.  In addition, the messages and warnings on the covers, both inside and out,
changed over the years, as did the fonts used to print them.

All books from 1939 though 1976 bear the facsimile signatures of the
Secretary of Agriculture.  The signatures appeared either on an insert in the
books or on one of the covers.  They were as follows:

Secretary of Agriculture Tenure President
Henry A. Wallace Mar 4, 1933-Sep 4, 1940 Roosevelt
Claude R. Wickard Sep 5, 1940-Jun 29, 1945 Roosevelt-Truman
Orville Freeman Jan 21, 1961-Jan 20, 1969 Kennedy
Clifford M. Hardin Jan 21, 1969-Nov 17, 1971 Nixon
Earl L. Butz Dec 2, 1971-Oct 4, 1976 Nixon-Ford

All the early books were stapled together through the end of 1974, except
for two end-gumming experiments by the Bureau of Engraving.  The use of sta-
ples required tails on the left ends of the coupons.  

The BEP end-gumming experiments were undertaken on some $20
Series 1967 books, which used coupons with tails, and some $30 Series 1970
books, which used coupons without tails.  In both cases, the BEP distinguished
the printings by adding a hyphen and G to the series date, yielding interesting and
odd Series 1967-G and 1970-G coupons.  Once they perfected the technique, the
BEP then used end-gum on all of their bicentennial book production.

ABNC used end-gumming on all their $2 Series 1978A bicentennial
books, but staples on all the others from 1975 to 1984.  They started spot-gluing
the tails on their higher denomination books beginning with the Series 1985.
The conversion to spot-gluing progressed slowly to ever thicker books until final-
ly in 1990 they were spot-gluing $65 books.  However, the thick spot-glued $65
books tended to fall apart, so from 1991 onward they were stapled again.

USBC used end-gumming on their $2 bicentennial books from 1975 to
1980, as well as on their other denominations, except the $65 after 1980.  Their
$65s were always stapled.

Banknote Corporation of America won the contract for $7 books in
1993-4, so they bought a spot gluing machine to bind their books, apparently
from ABNC. However they couldn't get the machine to work satisfactorily and
started falling seriously behind on the contract (Jenkins, 2009).  The $7 books
were in great demand, so the food coupon program was facing a looming short-
age.  ABNC sent a machinist to the BCA plant to help out, and the fellow discov-
ered that the BCA people had put some little fingers that hold and apply the glue
to the tabs in upside down when they assembled the machine.  By then, even with
the problem fixed, BCA couldn't keep up.  The shortage was going critical after
two months, so the contract was reassigned to ABNC, now a subsidiary of USBC,
and the books came out as Series 1994Bs.  Every coupon in the BCA plant had to
be destroyed.

Figure 20.  The Bureau of Engraving
and Printing experimented with end-
gumming technology to bind the left
ends of some $20 Series 1967 and
$30 Series 1970 books.  They added
-G to the series date to distinguish
that production, yielding this very
peculiar variety.
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Figure 21.  Additional security devices
were added to food coupons in 1982 to
help thwart counterfeiting concurrent
with the advent of high-resolution pho-
tocopy machines.  This is a proof sub-
mitted by the American Bank Note
Company for approval by the USDA of
the $10 bicentennial design with added
microprinting that repeats U S
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE and
a latent image spelling DA within the
liberty bell.  If you don’t see the latent
image, look for horizontal lines form-
ing the D on the left, and vertical lines
forming the A on the right.
Microprinting was added to the $1 and
$5 coupons as well.

All the cover variations promote challenging variety collecting.  Of
course, there is elitism among the serious aficionados who attach premiums to
intact books and to coupons with full tails.  Also, it isn’t unusual to see those same
types trading book covers only, without the coupons that formerly were in them!

The covers used with the 1939-43 food stamps had to be signed by the
beneficiary upon receipt, and returned to the issuing agency before a new book
would be issued.  That procedure was deadly for covers from that era.

The fact is, the early covers on the modern series and covers on high
denomination books are scarcer than the coupons that were in them.  The only
way they were saved was for someone to intercept them at the point of use after a
beneficiary tore out the last coupon.

Of course, the pioneering collectors attempted to collect full books, but
obtaining them was exceedingly difficult, especially the high value books.
Probably the number of complete high value Series 1971 books that reside in col-
lections can be counted on one hand.

Fortunately some specimen books were saved by the Food Stamp
Program and turned over to the National Numismatic Collection in the
Smithsonian.  Other specimen books exist in the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing Historical Research Center.  We know from them how the coupons were
arranged within the books.

Microprinting and Latent Images
Counterfeit coupons were a continuing nuisance, as with any type of cur-

rency.  The problem got serious with the advent of color copying machines.
Consequently the administrators in the food coupon program worked with ABNC
and USBC to add anti-counterfeiting devices to the coupons.  This work com-
menced at least as early as 1978 because proofs exist of $1 bicentennial coupons
with microprinting around the vignette that were made by USBC.  New designs
were proposed by ABNC carrying a series date of 1990A.

Ultimately two devices were added to the existing bicentennial designs.
Microprinting, which befuddles photocopy machines, was introduced simultane-
ously onto all Series 1982 ABNC and USBC food coupons.  The microprinting
forms a border that parallels the edge of the vignette from the center right bottom
up along the right side, with repetitions of U S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL-
TURE.  In addition, a latent image spelling DA was added to the Liberty Bell on
the $10 coupon at the same time.  The first printings with these new anti-coun-
terfeiting measures occurred in April 1982.
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Month Letters
Month letters are unique to food coupons.  They never were employed

on any other type of U.S. paper money.  The purpose of the month letters, an
idea that apparently originated at ABNC, was to place something on the coupons
to indicate the month in which they were to be delivered.  The letters functioned
as an accounting device to help demonstrate that monthly production quotas
were being met.  The letters were used by all the printers beginning with the
bicentennial series.

The month letter appeared above the serial number prior to 1981,
whereas afterward the two switched positions.

F was used on the first bicentennial printings in December 1974, fol-
lowed by G in January 1975, and the letters continued in sequence through R in
December.  As for firsts, F was used by USBC, which was the first contractor to
begin production of the bicentennials.  The first bicentennials from ABNC bear
letter G, and the first from BEP letter I.

Thereafter, beginning with the Series 1976, the letters cycle from A to L
through the twelve months.  Replacement coupons do not carry the month letters
except for I and J printed by the BEP on their earliest Series 1975 replacement
coupons.

The month letters signify that those sheets or books were produced for
an order that was to be delivered that particular month.  If an order arrived at
ABNC on February 14th that was supposed to be delivered March 20th, a C was
overprinted on the coupons, even if production of them started on February 15th.
Consequently, the letters do not necessarily reveal the actual month in which the
books were printed.

One important thing is that the month letters were overprinted on the
sheets at ABNC as a separate operation before the serial numbers were added
between 1975 and 1982.  After numbering, stocks of sheets and covers were
loaded into a collating machine with each item in the book going into a separate
bin.  One sheet from each bin was lifted off the top and collated into book form.
Vertical strips of 10 were cut from the whole, the tabs end gummed or stapled in
strip form, and finally finished books were cut from the strips.

The feed stocks prior to serial numbering came from different skids, so it
was possible at the time for the sheets of coupons with the same serial number to
have different month letters.  The result is that books have been found with dif-
ferent month letters on the different denominations as well different month let-
ters on the same denominations.

The month letters and serials were overprinted in the same operation
beginning in or after 1982, so the mixing of month letters within the books
ceased.

Figure 22.  Month letters were used
on the bicentennial food coupons to
track production quotas.  Shown are
the two $1 coupons from the same
$7 book that have different month
letters.  Such oddities were possible
between 1975 and 1982 in books
made by the American Bank Note
Company because the month letters
were overprinted on the sheets in a
separate operation before the sheets
were numbered.  Each of the
coupons in a given book came from
different bins.  In this case the sheets
in the two bins happened to be
printed in different months before
they were serial numbered.
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In what appear to be errors, there are a few instances scattered through
the years of regular coupons missing month letters, and some $1 replacement
coupons in the Series 1980B that have them.

Plate Position Letters and Plate Serial Numbers
The early food coupons did not carry plate serial numbers, or plate

position information, as is traditional on U. S. currency, even though they were
produced by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.  This changed with the
Series 1971 when both were added on all production, regardless of printer.

Oddly, in a technological hiccup after the change, both were omitted
from $5 Series 1973 coupons made by the American Bank Note Company
through serial E08000000A, but then they occur thereafter for good.

The plates used to print food coupons grew in size, progressing through
21, 24, 28 and 32 subjects at the BEP.  The bank note companies used 40- and
50-subject plates, although USBC used 32s for their bicentennial production in
1975 when they obtained their first contract for printing food coupons.  All the
50-subject plates were five columns across, lettered A to E from left to right, and
10 coupons deep with position numbers that progressed from 1 at the bottom to
10 at the top.

Plate serial numbers on the bicentennial coupons turn out to be very
interesting, and mostly systematic.  They were coded to reflect which manufac-
turer made the plate.  The BEP used plate serial numbers in the 100s, ABNC
200s and USBC 300s.  The BEP was no longer in the game by the time BCA
started bidding on coupon contracts, so BCA took over the 100s on the plates
they made.

There were exceptions as with all things pertaining to coupons.  ABNC
ran through their 200 group in 1978 on their $1 plates so numbering spilled
over into 300 numbers, and their $5 plate serial numbers did the same the next
year.  Next in 1980, they used 400 numbers for all their new plates, except for 4
late-finished plates; specifically, $1 345, $5 313 and 314, and $10 289.

They then restarted plate serial numbering at 201 in 1981, thus revert-
ing to tradition, but in 1982 simultaneously started making some plates with 800
numbers.  900 numbers appeared on some plates in 1983 and 1984 as well.  No
explanation is available for the different series of numbers.

Once ABNC was absorbed by USBC in 1991, they used only 300 num-
bers, which was the group assigned to USBC.

Papers and Watermarks
Most modern coupons were printed on high quality watermarked paper.

Four watermarks have been observed.
The watermark used from 1961 through the 1974 issues consists of dark

rather heavy 0.1 inch wide parallel lines spaced about 0.4 inch apart that extend
horizontally through the coupons.  However, no watermarks were used on the
1969 BEP food certificates or Series 1971A and 1973 ABNC printings.

The Bicentennial issues from Series 1975 through Series 1991 utilized

Figure 23.  Watermark in paper used
for Series 1995 through 2002 food
coupons.
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similar watermarks consisting of parallel lines spaced 2/3 inch apart, but the lines
extend vertically through the coupons.

A bold, elaborate watermark was adopted for Series 1992 and used three
years through Series 1994.  It had 1/2 inch-high heavy solid dark letters spelling
USDA repeated across the width of the paper separated by a light 1.1 inch-high
outline of a liberty bell.  Successive rows of these images are offset so the liberty
bell is centered over USDA above and below.

A fourth watermark followed on Series 1995 through Series 2002 coupons.
This one, shown on Figure 24, is characterized by bold dark vertical lines separat-
ing light repeating images stacked one on top of the other consisting of 0.45 inch-
high hollow letters spelling USDA separated by 1.1 inch-high liberty bell outlines.
Adjacent columns of these images are offset so the bell in one is adjacent to the let-
ters in the next.

A perpetual problem that plagued the food coupon program was that these

papers were of such good quality, no recycler wanted to take the waste from the
printing plants or the canceled coupons from the Federal Reserve Banks.  The
issue was that the paper did not readily recycle into cardboard.

The result was that spoiled paper and coupons from the printing plants,
and canceled coupons from the Federal Reserve Banks, preferentially had to be
shredded and landfilled or burned.  USDA personnel spent considerable effort
looking into effective means to recycle this waste.   They hit upon one temporary
solution near the end of the program.  A manufacturer of packaging materials was
found who was making packages for a client selling high-end perfumes.  The per-
fume bottles were nested in form-fitted pressboard holders housed within attrac-
tive cardboard boxes.  No, the coupons were not used to make the boxes.  They
were turned into the dense pressboard holders within the boxes (Jenkins, 2009).
Unfortunately, the demand for these was insufficient to soak up the supply of waste
coupons!

Recycling currency waste is always a serious matter.  The obvious issue is
security.  You simply can’t feed the waste into a normal paper recycling stream
because, of course, it is money.  Even if a use can be found for it, it has to be han-
dled with due diligence until its identity as money is obliterated.  This means that
it has to undergo rigorous certified destruction.

The waste must be inventoried, proper accounting procedures must be
followed including adequate packaging, and representatives of the disposing
agency, the printing plant or Federal Reserve Bank and the receiving recycler must
accompany the waste until all can witness and attest to the fact that every bit of it
has been rendered worthless as potential money.  Even with these costly, tedious
safeguards, many recyclers don’t want to bother with it because they simply don’t
want to incur the liability of handling money, even if they are financially subsidized
to do so.

Figure 24.  Grocers were obligated to
provide change for food coupon pur-
chases during most of the time the
program was in operation so innu-
merable locally designed and printed
store change varieties exist.  They
take all forms from paper notes to
cardboard tokens.  Shown are a few
examples courtesy of Neil Shafer.
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Food Stamp Change 1939-1979
The rules pertaining to what could be used to make change for food

stamps and coupons are listed below.  Only the smallest denomination coupons in
use at the time could be used to return change.  Any residual was paid in the form
of store change or regular coins during certain periods.  Store change refers to
credit slips and printed tokens or scrip that the merchant would give to the cus-
tomer.  The store change could be used toward a future purchase at the same
store.

1939-1943:
Up to 24 cents in store change, but it had to specify that the change was

good for either food or surplus food items depending on the type of
stamp tendered.  The same system was used for cotton stamps.

1961:
25-cent coupons and up to 24 cents in store change.

(25 cent food stamps were discontinued in 1962.)
1962-end of 1971:

50-cent coupons and up to 49 cents in store change.
End of 1971-Mar 1, 1972:

50-cent coupons and up to 49 cents in regular coins.
Mar 2, 1972-1975:

50-cent coupons and up to 49 cents in store change.
(50 cent coupons were discontinued in 1975.)

1975-1979:
$1 coupons and up to 99 cents in store change.

1979-2004:
$1 coupons and up to 99 cents in regular coins.
The requirement for store change placed the burden and cost on mer-

chants to make or have made for them suitable objects that could be given out as
change.  One thing the store change accomplished was to force a return visit by
the recipient to the store.

Figure 25.  Premium collectable food coupon
store change carries the location of the grocer.
Most collectors are content to find the city, but
this piece even has the street address.  Photo
courtesy of Neil Shafer.
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Innumerable varieties of store change were prepared around the country
(Shafer, Dec. 2008, Jan. & Feb. 2009).  They sported the name of the merchant
and sometimes the location.  These objects came in numerous denominations.
Store change with its local character and infinite variety offers an unending col-
lecting pursuit.

Inflation
Inflation insidiously eats away at the purchasing power of our money.

The impact is very obvious in food coupons.  The 1939-1943 group consisted
only of 25 cent stamps.  In 1961, when the modern program started, 25 cent and
dollar food stamp coupons were used.  The 1962 through 1974 issues came in 50
cent, $2 and later $5 values.  The bicentennials utilized $1, $5 and $10 values, and
serious consideration was given to adding a $20 in 1993.

You can sense a doubling at each of these junctures that roughly reflected
a doubling in the cost of both food and benefits by that time.

Conclusion 
Probably the greatest defining fact about food stamps and coupons is that

all the design elements found on them were in a constant state of evolution.  Sets
of related designs transcended the authorizing legislation, so it is impossible to
say that this particular law resulted in this design.  In fact, you can’t even say this
particular law resulted in how specific design elements varied.  This finding is
contrary to most currencies, most of which are rigidly tied to authorizing laws, a
fact which helps to organize them.

The conventions that dictate the form and character of design elements,
such as series, serial numbers and manufacturer designations, settle into easily
discerned patterns in typical currency issues.  But in food coupons those patterns
morph and dissolve through time.

The best example is the concept of series.  In most currency systems
around the world, the concept of series provides a central organizing theme, usu-
ally centered around authorizing legislation, that self-organizes the objects.  Not
so in food coupons.  The concept of series was so thoroughly debased by excep-
tions and changing ways of handling things, it is impossible to provide a general
definition for the term here.  Series weren’t even designated on the early food
coupons.  They represented arbitrary periods of time after they were first
employed.  They then evolved into yearly designations, then morphed into fiscal
year designations, and finally back into arbitrary periods of time again.

Suffix letters attached to the series years, or the lack of them, designated
different printers or, in a couple of cases, end-gumming experiments used to bind
certain books.  What meaning could be more different in those codes!

It remained the desire of the managers of the food coupon program dur-
ing the last years that the coupons were printed to maintain some indicator on the
coupons that revealed the fiscal year in which they were printed.  However, it was
deemed too costly to change the series year after 2000.  The problem was solved
by instituting a coded plate serial numbering scheme that revealed the fiscal year
to those in the know!  Here we see the concept of series devolve into a plate serial
number!

This stuff is fantastic, because everything about the coupons was wonder-
fully ad hoc on some level!  As a result, the coupons offer unending collecting
challenges that are very interesting.  To collect them well, one must be fairly
sophisticated, because half the fun in them is understanding how the fundamen-
tals kept changing with time.

Great rarity is present.  The very nature of being a one-time-use curren-
cy with strict rules governing ownership and disposal caused hundreds of billions
of them to be destroyed, so only handfuls were saved.  Large numbers of possible
varieties are unreported.  Other varieties have been scarce since the day they were
printed in small numbers.
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You aren’t limited to just collecting the coupons.  You can aspire to find-
ing complete or partial books.  If you are a die-hard, you will fight for leftover
covers in which only the tails of former coupons remain, or be satisfied with even
some fragment smaller than that.  We have seen serious collectors get very agitat-
ed and competitive over coupons where a significant piece of the left end was
ripped off, the rest of which was attached to some book cover that washed down a
storm sewer ages ago in front of some intercity store.

The idea is to collect currency - the coupons - but then you witness two
people bidding furiously against each other to obtain a front cover off some old
coupon book.  There is more here than meets the eye.  Look closely enough until
you begin to fathom and then appreciate this material!

Clearly, we have only hinted at the complexities involving the serial
numbers, especially the replacement serial numbers, and the same goes for the
month letters.  If you are going to pursue food coupons, you will have to invest in
the catalog.  Otherwise you will be at a serious competitive disadvantage in the
marketplace and seriously deficient in an intellectual appreciation of what you
may hold.

Postscript
These concluding tales were provided by Mary Lynn Jenkins (2009).
Food coupons had been in the process of being phased out since 1988, so

production of them was terminated in 2002.  The USDA needed to maintain a
small stock for release to the last jurisdictions that still used them, but no private
contractor would take on that storage and distribution job because they didn’t
want the responsibility for storing money.  The BEP was willing to do it because
they had adequate facilities and security in place, so a final batch was sent to the
Bureau to see the program through.

However, the USDA found that they still had a huge residual at an
American Bank Note Company plant in Columbia, Tennessee.  All totaled that
stock consisted of 33 tractor trailer loads of coupons.  A contractor in the Atlanta,
Georgia, area was hired to shred them in September 2003.  The job was daunting
because the throat of the shredder could not handle the shipping containers or
the chipboard boxes full of coupons in the containers.  The result was that people

Figure 26.  Atlanta Journal-
Constitution, Friday, September
26, 2003, page 4:  “Paper on way
out.  The U. S. Department of
Agriculture’s Cora Klepper
[Clapper] dumps food stamp
coupons Thursday before a
change to debit cards.
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had to unpack the books so they could be poured into the shredder feeder tray.
That tedious shredding effort took five or six weeks.

Volunteers came down to Atlanta from the food coupon program head-
quarters in Alexandria, VA, to help, but even they were overwhelmed.
Consequently, the shredding contractor brought in a group of day laborers to help.
When it was over, supervisor Mary Lynn Jenkins found that some $33,000 dollars
worth had been pilfered during the operation.  The coupons began to spread
through the Atlanta area and started showing up for redemption at the Atlanta
Federal Reserve Bank.  They raised eyebrows there because they had long been out
of use in the area so only a few came in under normal circumstances.  Mrs. Jenkins
knew the serial number ranges for the pilfered coupons, and, sure enough, they
were the ones coming in for redemption.

The worst previous theft occurred at the USBC plant in Philadelphia
where a guard provided by a contract security company orchestrated the theft of
$4.6 million worth of $65 books.  The books were made by USBC at that plant and
shipped across town to ABNC, which served as the distributor for both the USBC
and ABNC books being made at the time.

A supervisor went on vacation, and, contrary to protocol, signed off in
advance on the manifests for at least a days worth of shipments.  This left two
guards in charge of the coupons at the facility.  The crooked guard had the job of
sealing the storage areas that held the coupons with wire clasps upon which a plastic
seal is molded into place, the same as the seals on utility meters at homes.  He
imperfectly sealed several compartments so the seals could be pulled apart with
ease, and not show damage.

After the evening shipment was made to ABNC, he sent the other guard
on break or to do something time-consuming elsewhere in the plant.  A couple of
buddies then backed in with a truck, the guard pulled the faulty seals, and they
started loading the coupons onto the truck.  They got 4 skids of completed $65
books, but could have gotten more except the fellow who ran the fork lift couldn’t
operate it very well.  After the accomplices left, the guard replaced the seals, but
this time actually seated them correctly.  Apparently the second guard was not
involved, and returned after the operation was over.

The shortage appeared within a day, and it happened that Mary Lynn
Jenkins was onsite at the time.  Everyone got involved, so the fraud unraveled
rather quickly.  The coupons were recovered at an offsite location nearby.
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THIS YEAR IS NOT ONLY THE GOLDEN
anniversary of SPMC, but also is the 50th anniversary of

the International Bank Note Society (IBNS).  In 1961, a small
group of enthusiastic bank note collectors recognized the need
to separate collecting bank notes from other numismatic inter-
ests and to forge an understanding of a largely unrecognized
or overlooked collectable.  In an era before world paper
money catalogues or on-line auctions
existed, the variety and importance of
bank notes was unexplored territory. 

Early membership of the IBNS
included collectors from Europe, North
America, Australia and Africa.  While the
exact date of the foundation of the
Society is uncertain, the beginning of the
IBNS is generally marked by the issue of
the first quarterly issue of the IBNS
Journal in July 1961—an issue written
entirely by the principal architect of the
Society, Colin Narbeth of the United
Kingdom.

In the last fifty years the IBNS has
grown from a handful of enthusiasts in a
few countries to a membership of more
than 1800 collectors, researchers and
institutions in 100 countries. The IBNS
has built a reputation for scholarly
research, promotion of paper money
collecting, and encouraging a fraternity
of members seeking common goals.
Since it was established in 1961, mem-
bers of the IBNS have been leading fig-
ures in the field of paper money collect-
ing, researchers of numerous bank note issues, as well as being
students of financial history and associated subjects. 

To support its members, the IBNS publishes the full-
colour quarterly IBNS Journal, distributes a directory of mem-
bers (every two years), provides access to a web site, conducts

an annual mail-bid auction (with several thousand lots), and
makes available a panel of experts who can answer queries.
The IBNS Journal carries articles of a scholarly nature, topical
news, Letters to the Editor, details of new note issues, news of
IBNS chapters, and more.  The directory carries lists of mem-
bers—with their collecting interests—in alphabetical order, by
geographical boundaries and by membership number; as well

as listing the Society’s Bylaws, Code of
Ethics and other articles of association. The
web site provides a second medium by
which information from the directory and
journals is made available to members, as
well as extra information.

Above all, the IBNS prizes the discov-
ery and sharing of knowledge in all subjects
related to paper money.  The Society
encourages research, offering awards for
articles published in the IBNS Journal and
an award for the best book on paper money
published each year—an award which has
been presented since 1978.  The Society
also makes an award to an outstanding new
bank note issued each year, with the
International Bank Note Society’s “Bank
Note of the Year” becoming an anticipated
event in the numismatic calendar. In recent
years presentations of the award have been
held in Paris, Edinburgh, Sydney and
Hamilton (Bermuda).

During this fiftieth anniversary year,
the IBNS will be celebrating the occasion at
various venues around the world.  It is also
planned to distribute to each member a

DVD containing all past IBNS Journals.  For people interested
in paper money — whether for amusement or for serious
study — details on the Society can be found at
www.theIBNS.org; along with the opportunity to make an
application for membership.                                                     v
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IBNS celebrates its 50th anniversary, too

Paper Money of Ireland, a 500-page full
color catalog, by Pam West was named
IBNS “Book of the Year” last summer.
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